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Richard h. Beal

Richard H. Beal spent much of the past year reference checking, copy editing, and entering cor-
rections as the second fascicle of the Å volume of the Chicago Hittite Dictionary was shepherded 
through to publication. He also found some time to write first drafts of articles, the largest being 
dai- “to put, place.”

The past year he finished an article “Making, Preserving, and Breaking the Peace with the 
Hittite State” for the volume War, Peace, and Reconciliation in the Ancient World, edited by 
Kurt Raaflaub. He also completed a review of Akten des IV. Internationalen Kongresses für He-
thitologie for the Journal of the American Oriental Society and a review of The Organization of 
the Anatolian Local Cults, by Joost Hazenbos, for Archiv für Orientforschung. A review of The 
Historical Prologue of the Hittite Vassal Treaties, by Amnon Altman is in progress. He gave a 
lecture “Subjugation and Revolt in the Hittite Empire” at the American Oriental Society 2006 
Meetings in Seattle and is writing a lecture “Hittite Reluctance to Go to War” for the 2006 Ren-
contre Assyriologique Internationale in Münster.

Beal dedicated most evenings and weekends to aiding in proofreading and index building for 
the books by his wife JoAnn Scurlock, alumna of the Department of Near Eastern Languages 
and Civilizations at the University of Chicago. The first Diagnoses in Assyrian and Babylonian 
Medicine written with medical professor Burton Andersen, appeared just in time for the fifty-first 
Rencontre Assyriologique Internationale here at the Oriental Institute in 2005. As soon as that 
was finished, page proofs arrived finally for a book that had been accepted for publication some 
five years before Diagnoses was submitted: Magico-Medical Means of Treating Ghost Induced 
Illnesses in Ancient Mesopotamia. This book appeared in early 2006.

——————————

Robert Biggs

Robert Biggs continued as Editor of the Journal of Near Eastern Studies (for the thirty-fifth 
year), but looks forward to the appointment of his successor soon. His article “The Human Body 
and Sexuality in the Babylonian Medical Texts” will appear shortly in a volume on medicine and 
physicians in the ancient Near East edited by Pierre Villard and Laura Battini and published in 
Oxford. He also had an article in a volume honoring Kirk Grayson of Toronto and has an article 
on Ebla texts to appear in The New Interpreter’s Dictionary of the Bible. He continues his com-
mitment to the Chicago Assyrian Dictionary as a member of its Editorial Board. Since the begin-
ning of March he has devoted most of his time to verifying references for the final volume, U/W.

——————————

scott Branting

During 2005/2006 Scott Branting continued to direct CAMEL (see separate report) as it grew 
to support forty different projects this year. He received two major grants in support of CAMEL. 
The first was an Academic Technology Innovation Grant to acquire a large format scanner and 
plotter for CAMEL and to begin the process of digitizing and georectifying the map collections 
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held in the Research Archives. The second was a Women’s Board Grant to acquire and georectify 
numerous declassified Corona images for inclusion within CAMEL’s growing coverage of the 
Near East. Branting also made two trips to meet with government agencies on CAMEL’s be-
half. One was to Huntsville, Alabama, to lay the groundwork for a pending partnership between 
CAMEL and NASA. The other was to Sioux Falls, South Dakota, for successful negotiations with 
the USGS to secure discounts for CAMEL for the purchase of a large number of Corona images. 
Here in Chicago he served as co-chair of the Integrated Database Committee, and he also negoti-
ated for the Oriental Institute’s new Multi-Terabyte Storage Server that will provide secure com-
puter storage space for the Institute’s large and growing digital collections.

At the same time Branting continued as co-director of the Kerkenes Da© Project in Turkey, an 
international and interdisciplinary archaeological project now in its thirteenth year (see separate 
report). He gave two public lectures on his work at Kerkenes, a Member’s Lecture in October 
and a lecture for the Sigma Xi Scientific Research Society in November. He also gave five pa-
pers at academic conferences and invited symposia including: The Knowledge Economy and 
Technological Capabilities of the Early Mediterranean World International Symposium in Paris 
in December; the Association of American Geographers Annual Meeting in Chicago in March; 
the Computer Applications in Archaeology Annual Meeting in Fargo, North Dakota, in April; the 
Uluslararası Bozok Sempozyumu in Yozgat, Turkey, in May; and the Türkiye Onbirinci ESRI ve 
ERDAS Kullanıcıları Grubu Ankara Toplantısı in Ankara, Turkey, in June. Publications on the 
work at Kerkenes include Kerkenes News 7, 2004 with Geoffrey and Françoise Summers pub-
lished by METU Press and “Simulating Movement, Communication and Flows of Knowledge at 
Kerkenes Da©” in the forthcoming volume edited by Myriam Wissa emerging from the Knowl-
edge Economy Symposium in Paris. In addition he worked on finalizing the edited volume, Ana-
lyzing Space in Time, to be published by Archaeopress in which his article “Modeling Ancient 
Transportation” will appear. 

Branting also taught the two-course Ancient Landscapes sequence and directly oversaw three 
Master’s projects in both the Social Science Division and the Department of Near Eastern Lan-
guages and Civilizations.

——————————

John a. Brinkman

With financial support from the Mellon Foundation, John A. Brinkman continued museum 
research into family structure and ethnic minorities in Babylonia (1400–750 b.c.). In autumn 
2005, he spent five weeks in Berlin reading archives excavated in residential quarters of Babylon 
in 1908–09. These unpublished texts deal with real estate transactions, family businesses, and 
foreign trade expeditions, especially in the final decades (1185–1155) of the Kassite dynasty, a 
relatively unknown period. In December at the University Museum in Philadelphia, he worked 
with Middle Babylonian Nippur materials relating to families. In March, he had a first look at the 
large Middle Babylonian archives (more than 700 texts) at Cornell University, where texts show 
prominent women in roles traditionally reserved to men — serving as supervisors in the ration 
economy, acting as witnesses in legal texts, and involved in trade. In April at Yale, he delivered a 
lecture on Kassite and post-Kassite kinship groups and family structure and studied unedited Bab-
ylonian texts from ca. 1350 to 700 b.c. Two of his articles have recently been published: one on 
Kassite officials and social institutions (in the Journal of the American Oriental Society), and a 
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